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 J. Appl. Prob. 7, 761-765 (1970)

 Printed in Israel

 ( Applied Probability Trust 1970

 ON SUMS OF RANDOM VARIABLES DEFINED

 ON A TWO-STATE MARKOV CHAIN

 H. J. HELGERT,* Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo

 1. Introduction and summary

 Assume the sequence of random variables xo, x, x2,'" forms a two-state,

 homogeneous Markov chain with transition probabilities

 Pi = P(xk = l 1x_ = i) i = 0, 1; k = 1,2,3,...

 and initial probabilities

 p = P(xo = 1).

 We write

 b(k;n,p1,po, p)= P(S,, = k); n = 0,1,2, ..; k = 0, 1,- ., n

 for the distribution function of S,, = __xi and denote the corresponding

 quantities when the chain starts in a fixed state by

 r,(k; n, P, Po) = P(S,, = k xo = i); i = 0,1.

 Solutions for r,(k,n) have been previously given in the literature ([3], [4]).

 In this note we derive the distribution function, as well as the corresponding

 probability generating function and the factorial moments from a basic recur-

 rence relation for b(k; n).

 2. Recurrence relation

 We define a pair of distributions (as in [2])

 h,(k;n) = P(S, = k, x, = i); i = 0,1,

 which satisfy the recurrence relations

 h1(k + 1; n + 1) = plh,(k;n) + poho(k;n),

 ho(k; n + 1) = (1 - p1)h1(k; n) + (1 - po)ho(k; n).

 The simultaneous solution of these two equations results in

 h1(k+ 1;n +2)-(1-po)h,(k+ 1;n + 1)-pth,(k;n + 1)+(p -po)h,(k;n)=0
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 762 H. J. HELGERT

 and a similar form for ho(k; n). Since

 b(k; n) = ho(k; n)+ h,(k; n)

 we have immediately the recurrence relation

 (1) b(k + l; n + 2) - (1 - po)b(k+; 'n+1) - ptb(k; n+1) + (p, - po)b(k; n)= 0.

 The boundary values are

 (la) b(0;n) = p(l - p,)(1 - po)"-t + (1- p)(1 - po)" n = 1,2,...,

 (lib) b(n;n) = pp" +(l-p)pop' n = 1,2, ..,

 (lc) b(0;0) = 1.

 Identical equations hold for the conditional distribution functions r,(k; n). The

 corresponding boundary values are obtained from the above by setting p = i.

 3. Probability generating functions

 We define the probability generating functions of b(k; n) in the usual manner

 by

 B(t;n)= X b(k; n)tk.

 k=O

 Multiplying Equation (1) by tk and summing on k from zero to infinity results

 n

 t-'[B(t;n + 2)- b(0;n + 2)] -(1-po)t-' [B(t;n + 1)- b(0;n + 1)1

 - P1B(t;n + 1) + (pi - po)B(t;n) = 0

 which, with the aid of Equation (la) simplfies to

 (2) B(t; n + 2) - (tp, - Po + 1)B(t; n + 1) + t(p1 - po)B(t; n) = 0.

 This is a linear difference equation in n with constant coefficients. Its solution is

 B(t;n) = A1,X + A22,

 where 21 and 12 are the roots of the characteristic equation

 S- (tp1 - Po + 1)X + t(p1 - po) = 0,

 and A1 and A2 are constants determined from the conditions

 B(t;0)= A1 + A2 = C b(k;0)tk = b(0;0) = 1

 k=0

 B(t;l 1) = A1X1 + A22 = C b(k; 1)tk = b(0; 1)+ tb(1; 1).

 k=0
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 On sums of random variables defined on a two-state Markov chain 763

 After some algebra B(t; n) may therefore be written as

 {i22--(tP1 - Pi + 1) 21- (tp- - Pl + 1) 1 2 _ n 1_ 1 ]1

 B(t; n) =p A1 2 _1

 2 1 21

 (3) +(l-p) _2 - (tpo - Po + 1) 1 - (tPo - P + 1)

 (3)\Ir + (1 - ) ' "z

 12 ~1

 = pRl(t; n) + (1 - p)Ro(t; n)

 where R,(t;n) is the probability generating function of ri(k; n), and has been

 derived in [2].

 4. The probability distribution functions

 Multiplying Equation'(2) by s" and summing on n from zero to infinity results in

 F(t;s){1 - s(tpl - Po + 1) + s2t(p1 - Po)} - B(t;O){1 - s(tp1 - Po + 1)} - sB(t; 1)= 0

 where

 F(t;s) = , B(t;n)s" = , , b(k;n)tks".

 n=O k=O n=O

 After a substitution of the boundary values B(t;O 0) and B(t; 1) we thus obtain

 1 + s(po - Pi)

 F(t; s) =p
 Fi(t; s) =p [1 - s(1 - po] - t[sp, + s2(po - Px)

 (4)  {1 + ts(po - pl)

 +(l-p) [1 - s(1 - po)] - t[spl + s2(po- Pl)]

 = pF,(t; s) + (1-p)Fo(t; s).

 The conditional distribution function r,(k; n) equals the coefficient of tks"

 in a double power series expansion of F,(t;s). With the aid of the formula

 (1 - x) -k k+i-1x

 we may write Fl(t;s) as

 Fl(t;s) = [1 +s(po?-p [sP + s2(po - Pi)] i

 1 - s(1 - po) J i=o -s(1-po) J

 from which it follows that the coefficient of tk equals

 1 + s(po-Pi) [sp + s2(po-P) 1k 1 [ + S(Po-P)] k k k- i+k

 1 - s(1- po) J - s(1-po) [1 - s(1- po)]k+1 iO\ 0 ( 1is

 = [1 + s(po-P1) k + j ip 0)( p1)isi+k+

 j=o i= \ j i
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 764 H. J. HELGERT

 The desired quantity is the coefficient of s" in the last expression and given by

 r(k"np, min(kn-k) n - i\ k \k_(lp) k(pop)i

 (5a) =o I

 + min(k,n-k-1) -1 k
 + = p - (lpo)n-k-i-1(po 1 pl) +1

 :=0k Ij

 with the convention that the second term is zero whenever k = n. In similar

 fashion we find

 min(k,n-k) n - i\ k \

 ro(k;n, p,Po) = . n i pk(1-_po),-k-i p0_91

 (5b) i0=o i

 min(k-1,n-k) -- 1 k -

 with the convention that the second term is zero whenever k = 0.

 5. Moments

 For the integers 1 ? 1 ? n and k ? 1 we define

 ktll = k(k- 1)(k-2)... (k- 1 + 1).

 Then the factorial moment of order I about the origin, when the chain starts in

 state i, is given by

 t411(n, P1, Po) = kllri(k; n, pl, Po); i = 0, 1

 k=l

 (see [1], page 63) and can be obtained as the coefficient of t'/l! in a power

 series expansion of B(1 + t; n).

 From Equation (4) we have, after a little algebra

 E1(1 + t;s) = (1s)+ s(po - P))1'

 1 + s(po - p)

 The coefficient of t1 in a power series expansion of F(1 + t;s) is

 Si

 (1-s)l+1[1 + s(po-P)I (Pl + s(po-P))

 The first factor expands into

 I/+/i) 1/, 1 + j-1(P o)s**

 - o m ( +m-j Il+j-1 \)(P-o))Sm +L
 a nd(the-econ equals

 m=o j o i = o j -

 m=O t s=0 m eJ jqu

 and the second equals
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 On sums of random variables defined on a two-state Markov chain 765

 o (- 1), pYI,(P- - po)'s'.

 r-- r

 Thus,

 Pt(, P, o)

 t n-t-' 1 (n - r - j) (+j-1)

 = l! 1 1 (-1)') pJ) j ) - r(Pt -Po)r+J

 r=o j=o r j

 Returning now to Equation (4) we have

 Fo(1 + t;s) = F1(1 + t;s) + st(po-p)

 (1-s)[1 + s(po-pt)] - ts[pt + s(po-p1)]

 An expansion similar to the previous one thus leads inmmediately to

 o (n, P1, po) = 1\'(, pi, po)

 + (Po-Pr)O! o (-1)' r -1 j -1 _po)

 r=o ,0 r 1-1 j"
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